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INFINITELY MANY COEXISTING SINKS FROM

DEGENERATE HOMOCLINIC TANGENCIES
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Dedicated to Clark Robinson

Abstract. The evolution of a horseshoe is an interesting and important phe-

nomenon in Dynamical Systems as it represents a change from a nonchaotic

state to a state of chaos. As we are interested in determining how this transi-

tion takes place, we are studying certain families of diffeomorphisms. We re-

strict our attention to certain one-parameter families {Ft} of diffeomorphisms

in two dimensions. It is assumed that each family has a curve of dissipative

periodic saddle points, P,; F"{Pt) = Pt, and \detDF"{Pt)\ < 1 . We also
require the stable and unstable manifolds of Pt to form homoclinic tangencies

as the parameter t varies through t0 . Our emphasis is the exploration of the

behavior of families of diffeomorphisms for parameter values t near r0 . We

show that there are parameter values t near t0 at which Ft has infinitely many

co-existing periodic sinks.

Introduction and statement of main results

The transition from Morse-Smale systems to more complicated systems, i.e.,

those with a countable infinite set of periodic attractors, was studied by Gavrilov

and Silnikov [3]. They discovered that if a C family of diffeomorphisms

creates nondegenerate tangencies, then there exists an infinite cascade of sinks

associated with the tangency.

In addition to proving the same result independently, Newhouse [9] gave

a negative answer to a conjecture of Smale [15]. Smale had conjectured that

most diffeomorphisms on S2 with the Cr topology should have only finitely

many sinks; Newhouse constructed a special set of diffeomorphisms to prove

the following theorem:

Theorem. On any manifold M of dimension greater than one, there is a residual

subset B of an open set in Diff r(M), r > 2, such that every element of B has

infinitely many sinks.

Later, Newhouse [10] proved that infinitely many sinks coexist for an open

set of diffeomorphisms B which surround a set of diffeomorphisms F in the

C   topology. He made the assumption that the diffeomorphisms F could be
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perturbed to contain a dissipative periodic saddle point that has a nondegen-

erate tangency of stable and unstable manifolds. Robinson [13] supplied a key

proposition that enabled him to show that Newhouse's result is true for fixed

one parameter families of diffeomorphisms. The result is as follows:

Theorem. Suppose {Ft} is a fixed one parameter family of C diffeomorphisms

of a two manifold which nondegenerately creates homoclinic intersections at tQ

for the periodic points Pt of period n with

| det DF" (P ) | < 1    ( respectively | det DF" (P, ) > 11).

Then, given e > 0, there exists a subinterval [tx, t2] c [t0 - e, t0 + e] and a

residual subset J in [tx, t2] such that for t in J, Ft has infinitely many sinks

( respectively sources).

In the same paper, Robinson also proved a theorem on the cascade of sinks

for real analytic diffeomorphisms. His result is that a fixed one-parameter family

of real analytic diffeomorphisms which create degenerate homoclinic tangencies

have an infinite cascade of periodic sinks. He then applied this result to the

Henon map. Based on computer evidence that homoclinic tangencies occur

when B is -0.3 and A is near 1.39, Robinson conjectured:

Conjecture. The Henon map, FAB(x, y) = (A - By - x , x), has an infinite

cascade of sinks for b = -0.3 and as A varies from 1.39 to 1.4.

Through numerical studies, Henon [6] claims that the map FAB has a strange

attractor when A = 1.4 and B = -0.3. Newhouse [10] made the following

conjecture about the Henon map:

Conjecture. The Henon map, FAB(x, y) = (A-By-x , x), of the plane, does

not have a transitive strange attractor, but instead, a long periodic orbit when

A = 1.4 and B = -0.3.

In order to prove this conjecture using the theorems of Newhouse [10] and

Robinson [13], it is necessary not only to show that homoclinic tangencies occur,

but also that they are in fact nondegenerate tangencies. Our result, however,

eliminates the need to show that the tangencies are formed nondegenerately:

Main Result. Let {Ft} be a fixed one parameterfamily ofC°° diffeomorphisms

in two dimensions. Assume that at tQ, {Ft} creates finite order homoclinic

tangencies for the periodic points Pt of period n with

|detZ)F;CPr)|<l       (|detZ>frVr)>l|),
'0       '0 '0        '0

and that F" is C°° linearizable in a neighborhood of P(. Then, for e > 0,

there exists a subinterval [tx, t2] c [t0 - e, t0 + e] and a residual subset J in

[?,, t2] such that for t in J, Ft has infinitely many sinks (sources).

If it can be shown that homoclinic tangencies do occur for the parameter val-

ues in question (A « 1.39 and B = -0.3), then by combining our Main Result
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and the Conjecture below, positive answers to the conjectures of Newhouse [10]

and Robinson [13] would be obtained.

Conjecture. For the Henon map, homoclinic tangencies occur for parameter

values B = -0.3 and A m 1.39.

While the possibility of infinitely many coexisting sinks occurring for the

parameter values A « 1.39 and B = -0.3 remains open, the work of van

Strien [16] has shown that for certain Henon maps near a one-dimensional

map, the phenomena of infinitely many coexisting sinks does indeed occur.

Definitions. Throughout this paper, we will let {Ft} denote a fixed one parame-

ter family of C°° planar diffeomorphisms which depend on the real parameter

t, (i.e., Ft(-) : R2 —► B2 , t e R) and which have the following properties:

(a) {Ft} has a curve of dissipative saddle points, Pt.

(b) New homoclinic tangencies of finite order for Pt are created as the

parameter t varies through t0 .

(c) F" is C°° linearizable in a neighborhood of P. .
'o 0

Before we can fully explain these conditions, it will be necessary to provide

some basic definitions and facts.

For a diffeomorphism F , let DF(p) denote the Jacobian derivative at p;

that is, let DF(p) be the matrix of partial derivatives. The orbit of p is the set

0(p) — {Fn(p): n e Z}. When 0(p) is a finite set, p is a periodic point of

period n if n is the least positive integer such that F"(p) = p . If F(p) = p,

then p is called a fixed point of F . A point p is called a periodic sink if p is a

periodic point and all eigenvalues of DF"(p) have absolute value less than one.

A point p is called a periodic source if p is a periodic point and all eigenvalues

of DFn(p) have absolute value greater than one.

Let p be a periodic point of period n for a diffeomorphism F in two

dimensions, and let X and p be the eigenvalues of DF"(p). If X and p. are

both real and |A| > 1 and \p\ < 1, the point p is called a periodic saddle point.

There are two smooth one-dimensional manifolds corresponding to a saddle

point p of F :

(a) the stable manifold of p , which is defined by

W\p,F) = {q: d(Fj(q),FJ(p)) - 0 as j - oo},

(b) the unstable manifold of p , which is defined by

W\p,F) = {q: d{F\q), FJ(p)) - 0 as ; -+ -oo} .

If q ^ p and q e Ws(p, F) n Wu{p, F), then q is called a homoclinic point.

A homoclinic point can either be a point of transverse intersection between

W\p, F) and Wu[p, F), or a point of tangency of W\p, F) and Wu{p, F).

Precise definitions of these two concepts need to be made. Let yl and y2 be two

oriented differentiable curves which intersect at the point q. If there exist local
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coordinates (x, y) near q such that x(q) — y{q) = 0 and in which there exist

oriented parametrizations of yJ for j = 1, 2 of the form {(x (s), yAs)): |s| <

e} which satisfy the following conditions:

(a) y2(s) = 0, x2(0) = 0, and x'2(0) > 0,

(b) y,(0) = 0 = x,(0), j/,(s) < 0 for -e < 5 < 0, and yx(s) > 0 for

0 < 5 < e,

then curve y is said to have a positive intersection with curve y at point q .

Similarly, a curve y is said to have a negative intersection with curve y at

point q if in the above definition condition (b) is replaced with

(b')   y,(0) = 0 = x,(0), yx(s) < 0 for 0 < s < e, and yx{s) > 0 for

-e <s < 0.
1 2

The curves y and y have tangency of order n if there are parametrizations

as above such that (a) y2(s) = 0; and (b) j,(0), ^(0), ... , ^""^(O) = 0, but

^(0)^0.
At this point we can use the above ideas to provide a precise definition for

the creation of homoclinic tangencies:

{Ft} creates homoclinic tangencies at t0 ({Ft} creates homoclinic intersec-

tions) for a periodic saddle point Pt if e > 0, Qt-Ft (Pt) for some k, and

there exist continuously varying subarcs y5t C Ws(Pt, Ft) and y" c Wu(Qt, Ft)

for tQ - e < t < t0 + £ , such that

(a) yst U y" = 0 for t0 - e < t < tQ , and

(b) for tQ < t < tQ + e , yst has both positive and negative intersections with

ft-
{Ft} creates homoclinic tangencies of finite order at ;0 if condition (a) above

is satisfied, and condition (b) is replaced with

(b')   for t0 < t < t0 + e , y" has at least one positive intersection with yst of

odd order and at least one negative intersection with yst of odd order.

{F(} creates degenerate homoclinic tangencies of constant finite order at tQ,

if {F} creates homoclinic tangencies of finite order [conditions (a) and (b')

above] and

(c) y?  and y" have tangency of even order j.
'o 'o

(d) If coordinates are taken so yst  lies on y = 0 and y*(t) is the extreme

value of y along y" , then dy* jdt ^0 at t = 0.

(e) There is an interval of parameter values containing t0 for which the

lowest order terms remain 7'th order at y*(t).

{Ft} creates a nondegenerate tangency at tQ ({Ft} nondegenerately creates

homoclinic intersections at t0) if {Ft} creates homoclinic tangencies of finite

order [conditions (a) and (b') above], and

(c')   ys.   and y" have tangency of order two.
'0 '0
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(d) If coordinates are taken so yst lies on y = 0 and y*(t) is the extreme

value of y along y" , then dy*/dt 7^ 0 at t = 0.

Hyperbolic invariant sets within a dynamical system are of great importance

in the study of chaotic dynamics as these are sets which contain asymptotic

behavior of a dynamical system. A horseshoe is an example of a hyperbolic

invariant set and since horseshoes are formed whenever homoclinic intersec-

tions are formed (the Smale-Birkhoff Homoclinic Theorem [5, p. 252]), they

are integral to our study. The Smale horseshoe is a prototypical model of a

hyperbolic invariant set.

Recall that a set >S is invariant for F if F(S) = S. Now assume there are

integers n , boxes Bn , and parameter values t — tn, such that F"(Bn) crosses

Bn in the shape of a horseshoe. Let G = F" and B — Bn, and define the set

A = {G (B): k e Z} to be the maximal invariant set for G in B; i.e., A is

the set of all points q such that both the forward and backward orbit of q by

G stays in B .

A closed invariant set A, defined by G: R" —> Rn , is said to have a hyperbolic

structure if there is a continuous direct sum decomposition, TAR - ESA® EA,

with the property that there are two constants C > 0 and X > 1 such that

for k > 0 and for vs in E*q,  \DGk{q)vs\ < CTk\vs\, and for vu in Euq ,

\DG~k(q)vu\ < CX~k\v"\. According to the Stable Manifold Theorem for Hy-

perbolic Sets [7], the points of a hyperbolic invariant set are similar to hyperbolic

saddle points.

W*{x, G) is the local stable manifold of x of size e . W"(x, G) is the local

unstable manifold of x of size e . The stable manifold of q for G is the set

IVs(q, G) = {m: d{Gk(q), Gk{m)) -» 0 as k -> oo}. Note that W\q, G) =

\J{G~j{Wes{Gj(q), G)): j > 0}. The unstable manifold of q for G is the

set Wu{q, g) = {m: d{Gk{q), Gk{m)) -* 0 as k — -oo}, and Wu{q, G) =

l){Gj(Weu(G-J(q),G)):j>0}.

A closed set A is called a hyperbolic basic set for G if

(a) it is invariant for G ; i.e., C7(A) = A,

(b) it has a hyperbolic structure for G,

(c) there is a point q in A with a dense orbit; i.e., closure (0{q)) = A,

(d) A has a local product structure; i.e., if e > 0 is sufficiently small and

p and q are in A, then W"(p, G) n We'(q, G) c A.

The stable manifold of A is denoted by WS(A) and the unstable manifold of

A is denoted by WU(A).

Central to the theory of infinitely many coexisting sinks is the concept of

persistent tangencies. A hyperbolic basic set A for a diffeomorphism F has

persistent tangencies of stable and unstable manifolds (i.e., A is a wild hyperbolic

set) if for any diffeomorphism H which is near F in the C topology, there

are points qi and q2 in A(H) for which W\q2, H) has a finite order tangency

with Wu(qx,H).
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Locally, WS(A) and WU(A) are products of a Cantor set and an interval. A

Cantor set is a closed set which contains no interior points or isolated points.

Newhouse [8] introduced the concept of the thickness (see below) of a Cantor set

and using this concept developed conditions which insured that two Cantor sets

cannot be separated when subjected to small perturbations. From this result,

Newhouse concluded that there are hyperbolic basic sets for which Ws (A) and

WU(A) cannot be separated under small perturbations.

A Cantor set A in the line is represented as the difference of an interval A0

and an infinite collection {£/.} of disjoint open subintervals (also known as

gaps) contained in AQ. More precisely, A - f]i>0 Ai where A0 is the smallest

interval containing A , and Ai = A0 - Ui>;>, ^, • Such a sequence of sets {At}

is called a defining sequence of A .

Let Itj for j = 1, 2 be the two components of A{ on either side of the gap

Uj and let I (J) be the length of an interval J. The thickness of a defining

sequence is defined by t({^.}) = inf{/(/..)/7(I/.):  i > 1, where 7 = 1,2}.

The thickness of a Cantor set is defined by x(A) = sup{t({^.}): {At} is

a defining sequence for A}. Using this definition, Newhouse [8] proved the

following lemma:

Lemma. Let A   and A   be two Cantor sets in R such that x(A )x(A") > 1. If
1 7 2 1

A is not contained in a gap of A and A is not contained in a gap of A ,

then A[ nA2 ?0.

We can now define the thickness of a hyperbolic basic set. Let A be a

hyperbolic basic set for F . The stable thickness of A, t*(A) , is defined by

t'(A) = limsup{r(y£ n W5'(A))}
£—►0

where y is any C1 arc transverse to the stable manifolds WS(A) at q, and

yt is the arc of length e in y centered at q . The unstable thickness, xu(A) , is

defined in a similar manner. Newhouse [10] shows that xs{A) and t"(A) are

independent of q and y , and therefore, are well defined.

1. Sinks from tangencies

Theorem 1.1. Let {Ft} be a fixed one-parameter family of C°° diffeomorphisms

in two dimensions. Assume that at tQ, {Ft} creates degenerate homoclinic tan-

gencies of constant finite order for the periodic points Pt of period n with

|detZ)f;V,)|<l       (|detZ)FfVf)>l|)
(o      'o '0       0

and that F" is C°° linearizable in a neighborhood of Pt. Then, for e > 0,

there exists a subinterval [t{, t2] C [t0 - e, t0 + e] and a residual subset J in

[t{, t2] such that for t in J, F( has infinitely many sinks (sources).

The difference between Theorem 1.1 and the Main Result is that in Theorem

1.1 we do not allow the manifold  WU(P.. Ft) to unfold near the homoclinic
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tangency. By eliminating the possibility of Wu{Pt, Ft) unfolding, we can prove

that there is a hyperbolic invariant set with large stable thickness near the point

of tangency. Although Theorem 1.1 assumes \AetDF"{Pt)\ < 1 for t = t0, we

will present our proof assuming

0 <det DFt (P, ) < 1
'o     'o

and that the eigenvalues p and X of Pt are positive and satisfy the following

conditions:

(a) 0 < pX < 1,

(b) 0 < n < 1,
(c) X > 1.

The other cases are similar.

Proceeding in a fashion similar to Robinson [13], we assume that there

is a neighborhood U of Pt and C°° coordinates on U so thatFt(x,y) =

(px,Xy). We will let q0 be the point at which W\Pt, Ft) and Wu{Pt, Ft)

have a tangency at t — tQ. We can assume that q0 — (x0, 0) is in U on the

local stable manifold of Pt when t = t0. In addition, we can choose k large

enough so that U contains

ql=F-k(q0) = (0,yl).

Next, we form boxes Bn near q0. Let S" , Ssx , Sq , S^ be positive and define

VQ = {(x,y): \x-x0\ <dsQ, 0< (signj;,)^^},

Vx ={(x,y): \y-yx\ < S", 0 < (signx0)x < ^}.

The deltas are chosen so that VQnFt(V0) = 0, VlnFt(Vl) = 0, ftC boundary

V0, and y* c boundary Fk(Vx). Here, yst dW\Pt,Ft) and y" c W(Pt,Ft)

are continuously varying subarcs which satisfy the definition that {F} creates

odd order homoclinic intersections at t0 near q0 .

Bn is a horizontal strip near q0 and is defined to be the first intersection of

F~m(Vl) with VQ. Specifically, if we let m = n- k , then Bn is defined to be:

Bn = component (V0 n F~m{Vx))

= {(x,y): \x-xQ\ <SSX, \y-X~myx\ =X~md"}.

A vertical strip near qx is formed when the map F™ is applied to the box Bn .

This vertical strip is given by

Flm(Bn) = {(x,y):\y-yx\<dxu,  \x - pmx0\ < pmSs0}.

Composing Fk with Ftm , we have that F" = Fk oFtm(Bn) is a thin nonlinear

box near q0 parallel to Wu(Pt). See Figure 1.

Throughout this section we will assume that {Ft} creates degenerate homo-

clinic tangencies of constant finite order. Abiding by this assumption, we will

prove the following:
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Proposition 1.1. For suitably chosen t > tn + en, the hyperbolic basic set An(t)

created in F"(Bn)nBn has arbitrarily large xs{An(t)).

In the proof of Proposition 1.1a parameter value t*n is chosen so that there

exists a hyperbolic invariant set \{t*n) in Bn such that fs(An(?*)) is arbitrarily

large. The curve of F"(Bn) must protrude from the bottom of the box Bn

enough so that the maximal invariant set in Bn An(t) = flm-F/"" (•#„) nas a

hyperbolic structure. In order to do this, t*n must be chosen large enough.

On the other hand, t*n must be chosen small enough so that An(t*n) has large

stable thickness. Unfortunately, for the choice t = t*n , there might not be any

homoclinic tangencies between Wu(An(t*n)) and Ws(An(t*n)). This is due to

the fact that the local extreme points of Wu(An{t*n)) relative to Ws(An(t*n)) lie

away from ^5(An(?*)). For this reason, Theorem 1.1 does not follow directly

from Proposition 1.1.

In Proposition 1.2, t*n is decreased to t** in order that the extreme points of

Wu(An(t*n*)) intersect with Ws(An(t**)) thereby creating a persistent tangency

between Wu{An{t*n*)) and Ws{An(fn*)).

Proposition 1.2. For large enough n, there exists t — f* such that

(a) F" has a hyperbolic basic set A'n(t*n*) c Bn,

(b) Ft has a hyperbolic basic set A(t*n*) d A'n(r**) u {Pt},

(c) t*(A(0)t"(A(0)>1,
(d) A(/") has a persistent tangency of Ws(A(t*n*)) and Wu(A(t**)).

As persistent tangencies are an open condition, Proposition 1.2 implies Propo-

sition 1.3, and the proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from Proposition 1.3:

Proposition 1.3. Assume {Ft} creates degenerate homoclinic tangencies of con-

stant finite order at t0 for the curve of periodic points Pt.  Then given e > 0,
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there exists a subinterval [tx, t2] c [tQ - e, t0 + s] such that for t in [tx, t2], Ft

has a wild hyperbolic set containing the periodic point Pt.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 together with Proposition

1.3 implies that there exists an interval of parameter values J0 = [tx, t2] c

[t0 - s, t0 + e] such that for each t in J0 there exists a homoclinic tangency

of constant finite order of ^(A^),^) and W(A(t), Ft). Since A(t) is a

hyperbolic basic set, A(t) has a dense orbit. For this reason, the manifold

W\Pt, Ft) is dense in Ws{A{t), Ft), and the manifold Wu{Pt, Ft) is dense

in Wu(A(t), Ft). By the definition of degenerate homoclinic tangencies of

constant finite order, the tangency between Ws{A{t), Ft) and Wu(A(t), Ft)

changes location as t varies in JQ . Due to this, it follows that there is a dense

set of parameter values /' c J0 such that for t in f the manifolds Ws(Pt, Ft)

and Wu(Pt, Ft) have degenerate homoclinic tangencies of constant finite order.

Conforming to Robinson's theorem [13, p. 436], it follows that the set Jx C

J0, for which t in Jx implies Ft has at least one sink, is dense in J0. In

addition, 7, is an open subset of J0 . Since f n Jx is dense, repeating the

argument proves that the set J2, for which t in J2 implies Ft has at least two

sinks, is open and dense in J0. By induction, the set Jk, such that t in Jk

implies Ft has at least k sinks, is an open dense subset of JQ . As a result of

this, J = Jqo = f){Jk :fc=l,2,...}isa residual subset of J0; i.e., / is a
countable intersection of open dense sets. Moreover, for each t in J   , F, has

r 7 oo '       t

infinitely many coexisting sinks.   □

We will now prove Proposition 1.1 using methods similar to those in Robin-

son [13]: Let m = n- k, and let Ht = Fk be the map from F™{Bn) c Vx

to VQ. Thus, F" from Bn to VQ is given by F"(x,y) = H((Xmx, pmy). For

t - t0, Ht{0, yx) = (x0, 0) corresponds to the degenerate homoclinic tangency

of constant finite order. Set

y = a(x-xn(t))r +yn(t),    r = 2, 4, 6, ... fixed,

such that for x fixed, {H({x , y): (x', y) e F™{Bn)} is C near {(x, y): y =

a(x-xn(t))r+yn(t)} . Here, (xn(t), y„(t)) is the point where y has the smallest

value on F"(Bn).

Let g be the gap (distance) between the inside curve of F"(B ) and the edge

AB of Bn . Then g = inf{sup{d(Ftn(x0, y), Bn): {x0 ,y)eBtt, x0 fixed} :

x0 varies with (xQ, y') e Bn} .

Let g be the distance the lowest point on the bend is from the bottom

of Bn . Then g' = sur>{sup{d{F"{x0, y), Bn): (x0 ,y)sBn, x0 fixed} : x0

varies with (x0, y') e Bn} . See Figure 2.
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<- w -►

Figure 2

The dimensions of the box Bn and the bounds on g   and g have to be

chosen to satisfy four conditions:

(a) the width w must be large enough so that F"(Bn) comes out the top

of Bn and not the sides,

(b) the height h of Bn must be large enough for F"(Bn) to'stretch across

Bn from top to bottom and back to the top again,

(c) the bound on  g'  must be small enough to insure that x\An(t))  is

arbitrarily large,

(d) the bound on g must be large enough to prove the set An(t) has a

hyperbolic structure.

In a series of lemmas below, we will show that the following choices for w , h ,

g , and g satisfy conditions (a)-(d).

_ wA 4 (1 + a)A

~ dx-a~ [    2rallr dx    \

g' < A~mpA2W = (dx - a)PA2h ,

s > «-,/(r-V/('-Vr/('-vr'r721'-1'

where a is a small unspecified constant. /? = P(m) is a small constant de-

pendent on m such that /? -»■ 0 as m -> 0. In addition, A is chosen such

that A2 > n(l - rf x)"x and A2 is bounded, where r\ is a constant such that

1 < r\ < 21/4 . First we shall show that the choice of the bounds of g and g

are such that the gap g is actually smaller than the gap g .

Lemma 1.1.  g > g for m large and y? small.

Proof. The bound on g   is k~m(iA2w and the bound on g is

fl-'/('-v/(r-vr/(r-v~,r/2('~1)-
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To show that g < g , it is sufficient to show that the following inequality holds:

a-l,MAr,Mr^nr-l)^-l)Mrmr-l)<j£fiX-m \(^-±^j g!J ^   " ,

(^lr/2(M)n^-l)<^/(M)//(r-,)/)(/-./(,-l) ^_±^y{r~l) f

(//rlr/2(-DrW0-l) <A2A-«r-l)r«r-l)/ld-mr-l) (^Y^ _

(^-lrr/2(.-1)r;/a-l) < ^2^-^-1)^-1)^^-1/(^-1) ^f^ + aN^-1' ^

mm,fl^l)<A2A-r,M/,lr-l)fid-l,M /4^ay/(r-1) _

In the final inequality, the left side of the equation approaches zero as m

approaches infinity because fiA < 1; therefore, we can choose /? small enough

to satisfy the inequality. Consequently, g' > g.   D

Lemma 1.2. The width w is large enough so that F"(Bn) protrudes from the

top of Bn and not the sides.

Proof. To show that F"(Bn) protrudes from the top of Bn rather than the

sides, it is sufficient to show that a(w/2)r is larger than

h + g =wrm[{dx-a)-{ +pA2].

That is, a(w/2)r > wrm[(dl - a)-1 + PA2].

Since j?->0 as m —* 0, and A   is bounded,

w      >a    2 A     [(d.-a)    ],     w>   —-j-r
a(al — a)

Thus, the choice,

w=[{-2r] ~oTx

is adequate.   □

Lemma 1.3. The choice for the height h of Bn is large enough for F"(Bn) to

stretch across Bn from top to bottom and back to the top again.

Proof. For x fixed, on either side of the local minimum of Wu(Pt, Ft), the

curve F"{(x , y) e Bn} is monotone; therefore its length is less than the sum

of the change in the x value plus the change in the y value. In order to show

that F"(Bn) can stretch across Bn , it suffices to show that

(d, - a)Amh > 2(io/2) + 2(h + g') = w + 2h + 2g ,

[(</, - a)Am - 2]h > w[\ + 2A~mpA2],

h > w[(d{ - a)Am - 2]~\\ + 2TmfiA2].
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Thus, the value,
,      wX
h = -A-

dx — a

suffices.   □

Lemma 1.4. The bound on g   is small enough to insure that xs(An(t)) is arbi-

trarily large.

Proof. We will show that for x  fixed, the length of a component of

Ftn{(x',y):(x',y)eBn}nBn

is greater than the length of the gap F"{{x', y) e Bn) - Bn.

The length of a component of F"{(x', y) e Bn} r\ Bn is greater than the

change in its x coordinate; i.e.,

{h/a) '  -{g /a) '  >w ' X    ' {dx-a)       - {X     BA wa    ) ' .

The length of the gap is less than the sum of the change in its x coordinate

plus the change in its y coordinate; i.e.,

g +{g /a)     <X     BA w + {X     BA wa    )    .

The ratio of the length of a component to the length of the gap is greater

than
w1/rX-m/r{dx - Q)"l/r - (/Tm/L4 W)1/r

X-mBA2w + (X-mBA2wa-l)l/r

which is greater than
wl/rrm/r(adlrl/r

{X-m/lA2wa-iy/r '

which equals {fiA dx)~ 'r. Therefore, by choosing /? small enough compared

to A2   {A2 is bounded), we can assure that xs{An{t)) is arbitrarily large. (See

Newhouse [10, pp. 134-136], to see how the above estimate implies large thick-

ness.)    □

To show that An{t) has a hyperbolic structure, it is sufficient to find invariant

unstable sectors S{z) c TzM for z in F"{Bn)C\Bn which are invariant and

expanded by DF "(z) for large k. Not all of the vectors in the unstable sectors,

however, are expanded for k = 1 ; there is a power j = k{z)n dependent on

the point z which expands vectors. Using a compactness argument, it can be

shown that there is one power kn which works for all points in An{t) thereby

proving the existence of an expanding invariant subbundle.

First, it is necessary to define the sectors S(z). For z = (x, y) in F"{Bn)

C\Bn, and z_, = F~"{z), the slope of {dF"/dy){z_x) is approximately

ra{x - xn{t))r~l. Define the functions £(z) and £+(z) by

£(z) = ra{x - xn{t))r~\

e{z) = \Z{z)\ = ral/r(y-yn{t)f-l),r.
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The sectors, S{z), are defined by

S{z) = |i/ = («/,, i/2) 6 TZM: >f' < ^^y < *} •

Therefore, for 1/ in 5(z), the slope of v lies between n~x^{z) and ^(z).

This allows v to have either positive or negative slope depending on the sign

of£(z).

If v = (i/j , v2) g S(z), then 1/ = (i/,', v'2) is defined to be the image of v

under DFtm{z); i.e., 1/ = DFtm{z){vx, v2) — {V-mvx, Xmv2). Also, we define

v" = (!/(', u?) = Z)F("(z)(^ , *2) = DHt{F™{z)){v[, »/2).

Lemma 1.5. 77ie sectors S{z) are invariant under DF" ; i.e., if z and F"{z)

are in Bn n F("(5J, then DFt"{z)S{z) c S(Ft"{z)).

Proo/. Recall the choice of the bound on g

.      -l/(r-l) Arl(r-\)   -r/(r-\),    ,-Kmr/2(r-l)g > a   /v    M r   /v      {pX   )

Then,

?(z)-ral*<y-yu(t))lr-l)/rZral/,g*-l)*

= rai/ra-l/rAr-\pX-1)m/2 = A{pX-l)m/2.

Denote the slope of v by s{v) where f gS(:). Then for any z in the box

Bn we have that s{v) > n~1A{pX'l)m/2 . We also have that

s{u) = {Xp-l)ms{v) > {Xp-l)mr1-lA{pX-l)m/2 = rfXA{Xp-l)m/2.

We require that the angle between v' and Wu{Pt, Ft) is small enough to

insure that the image of v   (i.e., v") lies in S{F"{z)):

-jKz < t-^-—2 = <?+[(l - if') + O(w)].
s(v) l + q   l{£+)2

Employing the preceding inequality together with the fact that [s{u')]~l <

r\{pX~x)m'2A~\ we can show that v" lies in S{F"{z)) if

n{pX-l)ml2A-X < {pX~l)m/2A[{\ - if') + 0{m)];

that is, if A  > n[{l - n~ ) + 0{m)]~l . Therefore, if A is relatively large, then

the sectors S{z) are invariant under DF" .   D

Next, we show that for z bounded away from the bend at the bottom, the

vectors in S{z) are immediately expanded.

Lemma 1.6. If z = {x, y) is in Bn with y-y„{t) - yh and v is in S{z), then

llr>r-n/    \     ll  v-      —1/1 \i— \ Ar   (r~ l)/rii     ii
\\DFt {z)u\\ > r\    (l-a)2    Ay IMI ■

Furthermore, if y > 4~r, then \\DF"{z)v\\ > \\u\\.
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Proof. Let v" = DF"(z)v . Then

\\v"\\>dx(\-a)Xmn-Xe{z)\M

>dx{\-a)Xmr,~lralr{yh)(r-X)lr\\v\\

>a{(l-a)X  n    ra    y h \v\.

Hence, if y > 4~r, then

\\v"\ >f/"1(l-a)41"r4''2_1||^||

>rf\\-a)2\\v\\>\

since 1 < n < 21'4 .   D

We have shown in Lemma 1.6 that vectors belonging to certain sectors S(z)

are not expanded under DF"(z). In fact, if z = (x, y), and y is such that

y ~ yn{t) < 4~rh , then the derivatives DF"(z) contracts vectors in S(z). The

points z for which v in S(z) were not initially expanded, i.e., those near the

bottom of Bn, are mapped close to the top of Bn under F" . The next few

iterates of z remain where vectors are expanded; that is, near the top of Bn .

We will denote the y value on the bottom of Bn by y0, and we will let the

top half of the box Bn be denoted by Hx; that is, Hx = {z e Bn: y-y0 > h/2} .

Moreover, for z = (x, y) with the condition that y - y0 < A~rh , we denote

k = k(z) to be the unique integer with the property that F"J(z) e Hx when 1 <

j < k(z) and F"{ (z) <£ Hx. Because of the way that k has been chosen,

the images of the points z [i.e., z. = F"J(z)] are such that v. -yn(t) > h/2,

and therefore, DF"(Zj) will expand the vectors in 5(z,).

Lemma 1.7 shows that the total effect of DF^ + (z) is to expand the vectors

in S(z):

Lemma 1.7. If y - y0 < 4_r/z, then for k = k(z) as defined in the previous

paragraph, and v in S(z), \\DF" +n(z)u\\ > \\v\\.

Proof. Let z = (x, y) be a point in Bn having the property y - y0 < yh.

In order to estimate the number of iterates z remains in Hy [i.e., in order to

estimate k(z)], it is vital to show that z, = (xx, yx) = F"(z) is close to the

top of the box Bn . It is also necessary to compare the maximal and minimal

stretches of vectors in S{C) where C is in Hx .

Note that the absolute value of the partial derivative dF" jdy is less than

(1 + a)dxAm . Furthermore, the slope of F"(Bn) is always less than the value

of the slope s at the top of the box Bn. Consequently, we have that

s<ra'(h + g) < ra    h      "(1+q)

< ra ' —:-tj1-<4 2    (1 + a)A     dx    ,
2ra '' dx

because g jh is small.
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Let yt    be the value of y on the top of Bn ; then

ytop-yx < yh{\+a)dxXms < yh{l+a)4r2~l < h/2,

because y < 4~r .

Let £min be the minimal value of £+(C) for C in Hx, and let ^max be the

maximal value of £+(C) for £ m Hx; then

£mm > ral/r{h/2f-i)/r > ral/r2{r-1)/rh{r-i)/r

> ral/r2(r-l),r4r(l+a)X-m ,   -,   (^i)„    -1   -„

2ra1/r^     ~ '

and

<Ux< 4r2-1(l+a)A-wrfr1-

Let Amin be the minimal stretch of vectors in 5(C) for £ in i/j, and let

Amax be the maximal stretch of vectors in S{Q for C in //, ; then

^ > *"(</, - «)1"'^ > ^d " a)2(r-l)/'4^2-1,

If we raise the preceding inequality for Xmax to the (r- l)/> power, we can

obtain a bound on A^~1)/r; i.e.,

AL1)/r<'/(l+«)4r-,2(r-1)/r.

Using this bound together with the inequality for Amin , we obtain the follow-

ing inequality:

>2i7"2(l-a)>21/2(l-a)>f5> 1

since 1 < n < 21/4 . We then have that,

x . >sx{r-1)/r,
min —       max       '

and

in>^(r1)/r
min —       max

due to the fact that k = k{z) > 1.

The distance between the end of the strip F"{Bn) and the point z, is less

than yh{\ +a)dxXm . Also, F" stretches lengths along F"{Bn) by a factor less

than Amax. Therefore, it follows that the value k = k{z) satisfies,

yh{l+a)dxXmXkmaxs>h/2,

yh4r2-\l+a)Xkmm>h/2,
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which implies that
4,>(i-«)4"V!.

This bound on Amax together with

4n > <<(r1)/r
mm —       max

gives us the following estimate of Amin ,

4.>*(i-*)4|-Vr-|,/r.

By reason of this estimate, if z is a point in Bn which satisfies y - y (t) <

h4~r, then all the vectors v contained in the sector S(z) satisfy the following

inequalities:

\\DFtnk+n(z)u\\ ■ \\u\f1 > Am(dx - a)r,-YmL

>(l-a)Amdxn-lral/ry{r-')/rh{r-l)/r(l-a)d4l-ry{l-r)/r

^ n       \im j   -i    i/rS/li-r4r(l + a)A~m
>(l-aU   d.n    ra ' 34     —-^-

1 2raxlrdx

>2(1 -a)n~lS> 1

for the reason that 1 < n < 21/4 and S > 1.   □

Lemma 1.8 [2]. There exist constants C > 0 and Xu > 1 such that for all v in

S(z)   [ with z in An(t)], we have that \\DF"j(z)u\\ > CXju\\u\\, for all j > 0.

Proof. For each z in An(t), there exists an integer k = k(z) such that

\\DFtnk(z)v\\.\\v\\-l>\

for all vectors v in S(z). Therefore, for each z in An(t), there is a constant

Az > 1 which has the property \\DF" (z)v\\ > X"k\\v\\. Moreover, for each z

in An(t), there is a neighborhood U{z) of z such that for all z € clt/(z),

the vectors  v   e S(z')  are stretched for the same iterate  k = k(z); i.e.,

HZ)/; (z )i/1| > az ||i/1|.
By compactness, we can choose a finite number of points zx, ... , z such

that An(t) C C/(z,) U ••• U U{zp). We define Au to be the infimum of the Az ;

i.e.,

Au = M{Az},        \<i<p.

Because of the way Au is defined, we have that

\\DFt     ■\z)v\\>Xu    ';||i/||

for all z   contained in cl U(zi), 1 < i < p.

Let z be an arbitrary point in An(t) and choose a sequence of integers

i(\), i(2), ... as follows. Choose i(l) so that z is contained in the set

U(zi,X)). We suppose that i(l), ... , i(q) have been chosen, and we set(p(q) =

k(zj{X])+---+k{zl(q)). Nowwe choose /(<?+l) such that F~(p(q){z)& U(zi(Q+x)).
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If we let j be any positive integer, we can write j = <p{q) + r for some q , where

0 < r < maxA:(z.). It then follows that

\\DFtnj{z)u\\ = \\DFtnr{F-9{'!){z))oDF!c{2M){F-vi9-[]{z)) o • • • oDF^\z)v\\

> \\DF"\z)v\\Xnk{z^] ■ ■ ■ Xnk(Ziw)\\v\\ > CX"uJ\\v\\,

where

„    M\\DFtnr{z)\\

and the infimum is taken over all z in An{t) and all r, such that 0 < r <

maxrc(z).   D

Lemma 1.9. The bound on g is large enough so that the maximal invariant set

An{t) has a hyperbolic structure.

Proof. According to Lemma 1.5, the sector S{z) is mapped inside of the sector

S{F"{z)). Because of this, there is an invariant bundle E" for z in An{t).

Lemma 1.6 together with Lemma 1.7 shows that the vectors v contained in

E" are eventually expanded. In addition, Lemma 1.8 proves that there are

constants C > 0 and Xu > 1 with the property that for each v in E" and for

each j > 0 we have \\DF"j{z)v\\ > CXJu\\v\\.

In order to show that there is a contracting invariant bundle Esz , let S*{z) be

the complementary bundle to S{z). S*{z) is overflowing by DF"{z), and due

to this, the bundle S*{z) is invariant under DF~"{z); i.e., DF~"{z)S*{z) c

S*{F~"{z)). As a result of this, there is an invariant bundle Esz associated to

each z in An{t). Since det{DF"{z)) < 1 and DF"{z) expands vectors in the

unstable invariant bundle E" , DF"{z) must contract vectors in the comple-

mentary invariant bundle Esz . Therefore, An{t) has a hyperbolic structure.   □

Proof of Proposition 1.1. In Lemma 1.2 we proved F"{Bn) protrudes from the

top of Bn and not the sides. In Lemma 1.3 we proved F"{Bn) is long enough

to stretch across Bn from the top to the bottom and back to the top again.

These facts together with the choice of the gap g, imply that the set An{t) is

conjugate to a shift of two symbols; and therefore, An{t) has a dense orbit.

An{t) has a hyperbolic structure by Lemma 1.9; hence, An{t) is a hyperbolic

basic set. Furthermore, in Lemma 1.4 we proved xs{An{t)) is arbitrarily large.

Therefore, the proof of Proposition 1.1 is complete.   □

We will now turn our attention to Proposition 1.2. The main idea behind

the proof of Proposition 1.2 is to reduce the parameter value, as determined in

Proposition 1.1, to a nearby parameter value where there are persistent tangen-

cies.

Proof of Proposition 1.2. We assume that Pt is an element of the hyperbolic set

A,(f,). This is justified by the fact that there is a parameter value t = tx near
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t0 such that WU(P(,F() has points of transverse intersection with Ws(Pt,Ft)

and other points where there is a degenerate homoclinic tangency of constant

finite order. (See references [3], [4], [5] or [10] for more information.)

We choose a number T such that Txu(Ax(tx)) > 4. The thickness of a

hyperbolic set varies continuously for C2 changes of Ft [10]. Therefore, there

is an interval / of parameter values which contains tx such that for each / in

/, we have that Txu(Ax(t)) > 2. According to Proposition 1.1, if n is large

enough, then there exists a value of t in /, tn, and a corresponding hyperbolic

set belonging to Ft" , An(tn) C Bn , for which x\An(tn)) > T.

Let Pn{tn) be a fixed point of F" in An(tn). We reduce the value of the

parameter from t = tn to t = s, where s is the value at which the last tangency

of Ws(pn(s), F") and Wu(pn(s), F") occurs. When t = s there still are points

for which Ws(pn(s), F") and Wu(pn(s), F") have transverse intersections.

We now reduce the parameter value by an arbitrarily small amount from

t = s to t = t**. Let An(r**) be the hyperbolic set in Bn for the map F"

when t = t*n*. Note that the Cantor sets of stable and unstable manifolds for

An(f**) overlap near the bottom of Bn . We can now measure the thickness

of these Cantor sets. When the parameter t is reduced to t — t**, we have

that xs(A'n(t")) > T ([12, Chapter VI] or [14]). Also, the stable and unstable

manifolds of An(?**) and A,(?**) intersect transversely. This is due to the fact

that each iterate of F" on Wu(pn) extends a local unstable manifold until it

crosses Ws(Pt) transversely.

We invoke Lemma 8 from [10] to prove that there is a larger hyperbolic set

A(OdA,(OuAb(0 for which

xs(A(0)xu(A(0) > xs(A'n(C))x"(Ax(C)) > 1.

Let qn be a point on Ws(pn). By Lemma 9 of [10], the Cantor set of un-

stable manifolds Wu(A(t**)) can be extended near qn to a foliation y" with

C1 tangent vectors. Similarly, Ws(A(t*n*)) can be extended near qn to &~s.

The foliations !F" and &~s will have tangencies of constant finite order and

therefore intersect along a C curve y . It is along the curve y for which the

local minimum values of Wu relative to Ws occurs; i.e., y is a curve of po-

tential tangencies. By choosing a small enough curve y£ that passes through qn

and letting e -» 0, we have that x{Ws{A{t*n*)))x(Wu(A(t*n*))) > 1, since the

thickness can be measured along any C curve. Hence, the two Cantor sets

intersect and therefore Ws(A(t*n*)) has a persistent tangency with Wu((t*n*)).

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.2, and therefore, the proof of Theo-

rem 1.1.   □

2. Proof of the main result

Main Result. Let {Ft} be a fixed one parameter family of C°° diffeomorphisms

in two dimensions.   Assume that at t0,   {Ft}  creates finite order homoclinic
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tangencies for the periodic points Pt of period n with

| detDF"{P, )| < 1       (| detDF"{Pt ) > 1|)

and that F" is C°° linearizable in a neighborhood of Pt. Then, for e > 0,

there exists a subinterval [tx, t2] c[t0 — e, t0 + e] and a residual subset J in

[tx, t2] such that for t in J, Ft has infinitely many sinks {sources).

Proof. If the tangency in the hypothesis of our Main Result is a degenerate

homoclinic tangency of constant finite order, then the conclusion of our result

follows directly from Theorem 1.1.

Now, assume that the tangency which takes place when t = t0 is not a

degenerate homoclinic tangency of constant finite order, and suppose that the

homoclinic tangency is of order r (where r = 2,4,6,...). For simplicity, we

will assume that the tangency occurs at t = 0.

We introduce new coordinates {u, v) in U such that the w-axis lies on

the stable manifold of P( and the w-axis passes through q0. Therefore, a

homoclinic tangency takes place at (0, 0) when t = 0. We will express the

unstable manifold of Pt in a neighborhood of the origin as

r—\   oo

vt{u) = aru +£2>/A') + t + o{t2) + 0{u+l),        ar^0,
i=i j=\

where at least one of the coefficients at •,  1 < i < r - 1, is not equal to zero.

We note that t ~ X~" and that the proof of Theorem 1.1 is uneffected by

unfolding terms that involve powers of t greater than or equal to 2. Hence, we

are interested in unfoldings of the type

r-\

vt{u) = aru +^aitul + t + o{t2) + 0{ur+l),        ar^0,

i=i

where at least one of the coefficients at, 1 < i < r — 1, is not equal to zero.

We will now show that as t varies through 0, new homoclinic tangencies of

constant finite order strictly less than r are formed.

Claim. If 5 is a solution of v't{u) = 0, then all local extreme values, vt{s),

move off the w-axis in the same direction for small values of t; i.e.,

Ul     r=o

To show this, we let k be the integer having the property ak ^ 0, al■ = 0,
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1 < i < k . Then we have

v't(u) = raru~ + ^(/a;iw'~ ) + 0{u)

i=\
r-\

= raru~ + '^{iaitu~ ) + 0{u)

i=k

= u ~   I raru~  + ^(ia^u1' )    + 0{u).

The solutions of v't(u) = 0 are given by u = 0 or u sa 5, where 5 is a

solution of the equation

r-\

raru~  + 's^(iaitu~ ) = 0.

i=k

According to the theory of Newton's polygons [1], s can be expressed in a

power series of the form

-±</*-*>

where cx ̂  0. Evaluating v((u) when u = 0, s yields

vt{0) = t + o(t2)

and

(00 \ r— 1 / 00 \

Yic/nr-k)) + Ev 5>//(r_fc)  +^^2) + o(/+1).

Differentiating the above equations with respect to t and then evaluating the

results at t = 0 yields

°jm      _ljl0;     ^£>       _.,0.
9'      r=0 ^     /=0

Thus the claim is proven.

Consider an arc of Ws{Pt, Ft) that is transverse to WM(Pt, Ft) in U. Let

r

w{u) - ^2WiU' + 0(u      )
i=0

be the Taylor representation for WS(P(, Ft). The nth iterate of w(u) is given

by
r

W   (U) = X      2_^ WilX    U   + 0{n U      ) .
1=0

According to the C°° version of the A-lemma [11], iterates of the arc of

Ws{Pt, Ft) converge to the w-axis in a C°° fashion.
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As t varies through 0, new tangencies between Wu and IVs are formed.

These new tangencies are formed for values of t arbitrarily close to 0. We will

show that these tangencies are of an order strictly less than r.

Suppose that the new homoclinic tangency occurs for u = 0. Then,

r-l

vt{u) = aru + J2 aitu' + l + °(^) + 0{ur+l)
i=k

where k is even. Now we note that the kth derivatives of vt and w" at 0

are given by

v{k){0) = k\akt,

{wnf\0)=X-"pknwk.

Since t ~ X~", we have that

v{k){0) ̂ k\X~nak.

Hence,

v{k){0) k\ak
-£-    ££     -£-    -►    QQ

(wnf\0)     pknwk

for large n (small t). Thus the tangency is of order k < r.

Now suppose that the new homoclinic tangency occurs for u - s # 0. Here

we have that
o~ fl/(r~k) ^ i-nl(r-k)

We consider the (r - l)st derivative of vt and w" at s;

vt      {s) = r\arX +{r-\)\ar_xX

{w y     '{s) = r\wrX    p  X +{r- l)\wr_xX    p

Therefore,

v{r[){s)    ^ r\arX-n/{r-k) + {r-l)\ar_xX-n

{w'f-'Hs) * r\wrX-nprnX-nl(r-k) + {r- iy.wr_xX-np{r'i)n

r\ar + {r-\y.ar_xXn{[-r+k)/{r-k)
^ - —> 00

r\wrX~nprn + {r- \y.wr_xXn(l-r+k)'(r-k)p{r-x)n

for large n (small t). This implies that the homoclinic tangency at s is of an

order strictly less than r.

The power series expansions found using the theory of Newton's polygons

are convergent in a neighborhood of the origin. Therefore, the new homoclinic

tangency when / is near 0 is a degenerate homoclinic tangency of constant

finite order. Applying Theorem 1.1 to this new tangency we obtain the desired

conclusion.   □
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Conclusion. Throughout this paper we have focused our attention on the exis-

tence of infinitely many coexisting sinks. We have restricted our study to the

case where this phenomena results from the formation of homoclinic tangen-

cies in one parameter families of C°° dissipative diffeomorphisms in the plane.

We have shown that they occur whenever the homoclinic tangency is of a finite

order. It is unknown at this time whether or not there is another way infinitely

many coexisting sinks can result.
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